July Theme

In Tomato Says Sorry, Tomato is in a world of his own, and doesn’t want to think about his effect on
feel good.
Try the activities below or some of your own.

Activity One: Posh Dinner Party
Young children find it difficult to concentrate on lots of new instructions at once, and a bit area for
conflict is mealtimes. They are not only expected to try new foods, eat nicely, eat their veg, keep their
mouth closed,
to eat, etc. It’s a tall order. One really good way to get children interested in table manners is to have a
posh dinner party, where everyone dresses up, has invitations, table settings and nice crockery. The party can be at a normal mealtime (to replace their lunch – you can provide the food or ask parents to send
in certain items as you would with a celebration party) or at a snack time, or a pretend meal with pretend food. The children can get to practise being really polite because the context is to have fun and be
grown up. For best results, go a bit OTT with fancy hats or hairstyles, little neckties or hankies in top
pockets, fancy glassware (can be the BBQ plastic version for smaller children or bigger groups – the
ones that look like wine glasses). For littler children, concentrate on two or three manners only, like
waiting till everyone is seated, or not using fingers. For older children you can have waiters (which may
be the grown ups or the children may take it in turns to be guests and waiters), and can focus on more
mature manners such as who placing napkins on laps, placing cutlery on plates when not in use, making
over the top polite conversation etc. It’s a chance to have fun and see how manners fit in to a grown up
situation. The children can be involved in the preparation too – making the invitations, setting the tables,
writing or illustrating menus and so on.

Activity Two – Kindness and Politeness Story Board
This activity helps the children to use their imagination and story telling skills. Using the picture tools
on the next pages of this document, children can build a little story.
Cut out the pictures plus some blanks. Children can use them to make a sequence of events.
The “People and Events” page is some ideas for things that could happen in the story or children can
draw their own. The “Emotions” section can be used to describe how the events made the people feel,
children can expand their vocabulary to describe the pictures – grumpy, sad, frustrated, lonely, pleased,
hurt, happy etc. The “Politeness and Kindness” section has choices of helpful reactions for the story.
The children can use these in combination with the emotions to see how manners can change how people
feel. Older children can use the blanks to make up their own story details if they wish. Younger children
will need some help identifying some of the word items on the “Politeness and Kindness” section.

Activity Three – Find a Kind Chance
This activity gives children a chance to identify opportunities for people to be kind or polite to
each other. Over a whole day or a whole week, the children will have to tell you whenever they
notice a point in a story, on a TV show or film or in real life, when someone was kind or polite, or
when they could have been kind or polite. Make a big poster on the wall and whenever children
notice an opportunity (taken or missed) for kindness or good manners, they can put a sticker on
to the poster. If the thing they notice is a real child in your setting actually being kind or well
mannered, the child in question AND the child who noticed it can both put a sticker on. At the
end of the day or week, show the children how many times we have the chance to be kind and
polite to each other.
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